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This passage opens with an example of the historical present. This is the use of the present tense in 
a narrative for dramatic or heightened effect. You can translate using the past tense which will make
more sense. This is common in Latin and may even come up on the exam paper. If you find 
something in the present tense in a story context which would make better sense in the past use the 
past tense to translate it – you are encountering the historical present.
Remember that ne on the end of a word signals a question requiring a yes or no answer. 
There is a closing quotation mark missing after “descendam?”
Have a go at translating and compare with my attempt over the page. If you need help with 
vocabulary that is not given at the end of the exercise but is not on the IGCSE syllabus, remember 
that there is a complete vocabulary for these translation exercises on the Year Two  page just below 
the introduction which you can download, print and put in a file of folder.

https://latinigcse.weebly.com/y2.html


And so Iphigenia came to the Greek camp with great hope. As soon as she saw the king she ran 
quickly to (her) father and gave her white arms to his dear neck [put her white arms round his dear 
neck]. But when she saw the sad face of the king, she said, “Why, my father, do you greet your 
daughter with a sad face and drooping head? Do you not see your daughter gladly? [Are you not 
glad to see your daughter?]  Then Agamemnon told [his] daughter the whole matter. However, when
Iphigenia hear the dire answer of the oracle, then an icy tremor ran through all the limbs of the girl. 
She threw herself down on the ground and laid hold of her father's knees and hands.  She begged 
mercy with many tears. She said, “will the band of youths never lead me from home to a husband? 
Will I never see sweet children will I never hold little ones in my arms but descend unmarried to the
gods of the dead? But when she realised her fixed immoveable fate then truly she strengthened her 
mind for death and showed herself a brave and noble girl. “I do not refuse death,” she said, “but [I 
do refuse] cowardice. I will descend willingly to the gods of the dead. Hades will marry me. The 
Greek soldiers and Greek fatherland will be to me for [in place of] children. Thus both the dead and 
the living will have me in the highest honour because I will die willingly for my country.” 


